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A BIG THANK YOU to all our keynote Speakers, roundtable panelists and presenters for making our first online web conference a big success! This success is yours!

>>> Stay tuned for a complete review of our event in the coming days.
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Upcoming on the agenda!

On ERSA Section Agendas

Italian Section: AISRe XLI Annual Conference
Regions between challenges and unexpected opportunities
2-5 September 2020, Web Conference
more

Plenary Sessions Highlight

Regions and the health emergency: challenges and opportunities
Speakers: Giuseppe Arbia, Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore; Richard Grieveson, WiiW - The Vienna Institute for International Economic Studies; Andrea Conte, Joint Research Centre European Commission; Chair: Roberta Capello – AISRe President

Networks Varieties and Regional Economic Impacts of Shocks in Europe
Speaker: Frank Van Oort, Erasmus University Rotterdam; Chair: Laura Resmini – RS Director

Regionalisation of the sustainable development strategy
Speakers: Mara Cossu, Ministry of the Environment; Angela Ferruzza, ISTAT; Enrico Giovanni, President of ASVIS, University of Roma Tor Vergata; Chair: Fiorenzo Ferlaino – IRES Piemonte

Great Minds in Regional Science
Speakers: André Torre, ERSA President; Hans Westlund, Past-president Regional Science Academy; Roberto Camagni, Past President ERSA; Chair: Peter Batey, University of Liverpool

Portuguese Section:
27th APDR Congress
Sustainable Management of the Sea for Sustainable Regional Development
10-11 September 2020, Angra do Heroísmo Portugal. Participation in place or Webinar more

Plenary Sessions Highlight

Sustainable Management of the Sea for Sustainable Regional Development
Assunção Cristas, NOVA School of Law, Portugal Chair: Francisco Carballo-Cruz

Institutions and Development
Andrés Rodríguez-Pose, London School of Economics, UK; Peter Nijkamp, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, Netherlands; Eduardo Haddad, University of São Paulo, Brazil; Chair: Karima Kourtit

Political aproach to Science for Sustainability
Manuel Heitor, Minister of Science, Technology and Higher Education Chair: José Gabriel do Álamo Meneses

Policy for the Sustainable Management of the Sea
Ricardo Serrão Santos, Minister of the Sea Chair: Alfredo Borba

On ERSA Agenda for #EUREgionsWeek2020
2 Session Series : the #EUREgionsWeekUniversity (10 sessions) and the #EUREgionsWeekCollege (3 sessions)
Partners: The Regional Studies Association European Foundation (RSA Europe), the European Regional Science Association (ERSA), the Association of European Schools of Planning (AESOP).

Sessions Topics Highlight

#EUREgionsWeekUniversity (13-15 October)
1. Is circular economy the future of our regions?
2. Boosting Startups and Scale-ups
3. A Territorial Agenda 2030 for Cohesion?
4. Refugees’ crisis: economic and social
impacts
5. Pandemics, Cities, Regions and Industry
6. Applying a gender lens to Cohesion Policy: What framework for equal opportunities?
7. Regional Policies for the Green Deal
8. Localised Trends and Strategies for SDGs
9. A New European Industrial Strategy oriented towards citizens and the territory
10. Commons in European cities

#EURegionsWeekCollege (6-8 October)
Replacing the Master Class on EU Cohesion Policy (postponed to 2021).
1. Financing the Green Transition: the Role of EU Cohesion Policy
2. Discussing European Cohesion Policy for Students and Early Career Researchers

Registration is open!
Deadline: 27 September.
Please note: Registration is free but places are limited. We recommend signing up as soon as possible. To choose the session, filter first by keyword #EURegionsWeekUniversity or #EURegionsWeekCollege
Register Now

ERSA YouTube Channel

ERSA Summer School 2020 Lectures
All lectures are now available!

Recently added
Prof. Prof. Michael Hall "Regions and tourism in transition? Tourism and sustainability in a COVID-19 world"
Prof. Prof. Michael Hall "Regions and tourism in transition? Tourism and sustainability in a COVID-19 world"
Prof. Marie Delaplace "Tourism and inhabitants: between conflicts and complementarities"
Prof. Alessandra Faggian "Resilience and Inner Areas"
Dr. Olivier Crevosier "Urban and regional development in tension: the role of anchoring milieus"

>>> ERSA Winter/Summer School Lectures Playlist

Voices of ERSA Series
Learn more about our proven scholars, their research expertise and vision

Recently added
Latest on ERSA Forum on Coronavirus

Read below the new contributions received for our Forum on Multiple Impacts of Coronavirus:

A first exploratory analysis of the regional economic impact of COVID-19 in Argentina
Andrés Niembro, Universidad Nacional de Río Negro and Carla Daniela Calá, Universidad Nacional de Mar del Plata, Argentina

Is this the right time to talk about Cloud Regions? The contribution of COVID-19 to concepts of Regional Development
Patricia Ikouta Mazza, Maria Mavri, University of the Aegean, Greece

You want to share a contribution?
Email us at coronavirus@ersa.org

Just published

Explaining the dynamics of relatedness: The role of co-location and complexity
Sándor Juhász, Tom Broekel, Ron Boschma
Read more

European cultural heritage and tourism flows: The magnetic role of superstar World Heritage Sites
Elisa Panzera, Thomas de Graaff, Henri L.F. de Groot
Read more

Neighbourhood inequity: Exploring the factors underlying racial and ethnic disparities in #COVID19 testing and infection rates using ZIP code data in Chicago and New York
Kevin Credit
Read more

Fiscal disparities in Indonesia in the decentralization era: Does general allocation fund equalize fiscal revenues?
Takahiro Akita, Awaludin Aji Riadi, Ali Rizal
Read more
ERSA Members Publish

Great minds in regional science
Edited by Peter Batey, University of Liverpool Liverpool UK and David Plane, University of Arizona, USA; Springer Nature Switzerland AG, 2020

Agritourism, Wine Tourism, and Craft Beer Tourism
Local Responses to Peripherality Through Tourism Niches
Edited by Maria Giulia Pezzi, Gran Sasso Science Institute (GSSI), Italy, Alessandra Faggian, Gran Sasso Science Institute (GSSI), Italy, Neil Reid, University of Toledo, USA, Routledge, 2020

New publications to share?
Your are member of the ERSA Community and you have recently published a book, grasp this opportunity to inform us about it. We are looking for
- Books published in 2019-2020
- Written in English
Send an email to ersa.member@ersa.org

Upcoming events

Russian Section: Conference in memory Alexander Granberg
10-15 October 2020, Novosibirsk, Russian Federation
more

3rd International Workshop on Cluster Research
Rethinking Clusters: place-based initiatives for inclusive, Innovative and reflective societies
24-25 November, 2020, Valencia, Spain
Abstract Submission deadline: 1 September 2020
more

Italian Section: 1st AISRe Winter School
1 - 5 February 2021, Milan, Italy
Submission deadline: 30 June 2020
(This event is to replace 1st AISRe Summer School)
more

See all upcoming events

Vacancies
Looking for opportunities to boost your career?

See all ongoing offers

To keep up-to-date with all events on the agenda, visit our [upcoming events page](#) on our website.